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I cant believe Im typing this; the developer of this game must be a deeply disturbed man. I honestly
couldnt care less about the game and dont plan to download it no matter how many people tell me
to. Gameplay: absolutely 100% unfunny... Actual gameplay: You start off in a small house, and your
mother invites you out to play because she gets off work and your father left a month ago.
Unfortunately for you, it turns out that your father has the wrong house. DANG! Great FMV graphics
in 2D. Sound is pretty good. Fun game overall, but considering it is p......is a classic remake of a
classic game. Great FMV Game: I like the FMV part of this game, when the main character is going to
school I think it is cool how they added the person on the computer screen also, as he acts all
excited when you have to get back to school. Although the music in the background is annoying in
my opinion, the whole game is a good one. Fun and Interactive: Now i know that this is not the
newest game in the franchise, but I have to say i enjoy the different side to the story that this game
has to offer. Now i know that this game has different levels in it, which even make the levels more
interactive and take part of the storyline. The music is pretty well done, and the animations seem to
be well made. I also like that the p......is an RPG where you can fight battles and talk to other
characters to get the info you need to get the mission over with. This is a very fun game and a must
have for anyone interested. Great Graphics and Animation: The graphics and animations are great
when they dont try to flashy and leave them for the people who dont like to flashy graphics, they all
come together to make a great game in my opinion. The animations which come throughout the
story are well done and brighten up the game and make it look really cool. Cool World: As a little kid
i was addicted to watching Cool World and everyone thought that I was addicted to the weird
cartoons. I remember watching Cool World a lot. I mean, who doesnt want to be in one of the
characters in that and play the game like the coolness that they are. This game is a lot of fun to play.
Awful Audio: This game is not even worth mentioning that they even made an audio file for it.

Welcome To... Chichester 2 : VNMaker Version Features Key:
A romantic classic tale, spanning across four parts
Venture to the palace of an impious king, full of twists and tumbles
One of the most beautiful classic games out there
Local or online (AO version is supported offline) play

Story overview 

On the eclipse day the king of a certain kingdom is performing a royal ceremony. A message comes that the
evil prince is setting an ambush. What an unlucky kingdom!

But it is no ordinary day. The suns will shine only from twelve hours.

The king and queen of a certain kingdom are invited to the palace of an impious king. They are
accompanied by three loyal guards and a bunch of maids. The palace is an exquisite palace and it has
beautiful gardens.

The ceremony ends peacefully. A letter is received from the evil prince. The latter convinces the king and
the queen to leave immediately and he would take care of the problem. The number of guards and servants
increase and the palace is fortified.

But as the king is reading the letter, his guard puts on a cutlass and approaches the king.

This action raises alarms. The guards surrounding the king and queen grab them and take them to their
rooms. The king is even afraid to leave his room!

The king is imprisoned in his locked room. The queen also is imprisoned. The guards leave. Meanwhile, the
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evil prince-to-be, who has got the letter, convenes a meeting, sends out the letters of his seal and sets up a
meeting place for his special guests! When the king and his wife are taken to a room, they see a huge door.
Their friends are on their way.
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